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QUESTION 1

Which statement most closely matches the description of a data center manager? 

A. Data center manager is a nonexecutive role and title that is found in all data centers and that tends to be
administrative rather than technical. 

B. A specific, named role of data center manager might not exist, but the function and technical decision- making role
almost certainly does. 

C. Data center manager is an alternative title for the chief technology officer and the person is responsible for all
technology decision making in the data center. 

D. The data center manager has technology decision-making authority within the data center, but the network team
makes technology decisions after the connection leaves the immediate data center environment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer is considering implementing blade servers for the first time. He is unsure what the consequences will be
for his I/O connectivity. Which would be an appropriate response? 

A. Cisco supports blade server I/O only when it leaves the blade server chassis. All blade server I/O is compatible with
Cisco\\'s Catalyst and MDS families of switches. 

B. Cisco has solutions for blade server IP switches that fit inside the blade server chassis for many major vendors.
Cisco does not have a blade server switch for Fibre Channel because all storage connections for blade servers should
use only iSCSI. 

C. Cisco has solutions for blade server IP switches and Fibre Channel switches that fit inside the blade server chassis
for many major vendors. Fitting a Cisco switch into a blade server means that compatibility with Cisco\\'s Catalyst and
MDS high-level features can be guaranteed. 

D. Cisco blade server switches are external, rack-mountable devices that are designed to complement the form factor of
blade server chassis from many major vendors. These include vendor-specific cable management systems for ease of
connection from the switch to the blade servers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to siloed applications. Which option provides a suitable description? 

A. Committing siloed resources to a specific application allows for high utilization. 

B. Over provisioning siloed resources is a cost-effective way to anticipate growth. 

C. The process of deal locating and reallocating siloed resources can be more costly than purchasing new equipment. 

D. Redeploying siloed resources raises capital expenditure (CapEx) but reduces operational expenditure (OpEx) 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

As a network engineer, you have to interact with various decision makers when presenting a data center solution. Which
one of the following pieces of information most likely an IT manager take interest in? 

A. the specifications and feature set of the Cisco Nexus lineup 

B. the strategic partnerships that allow Cisco to deliver an end-to-end solution 

C. the greatly reduced number of points of management that result from consolidating resources 

D. the stability and financial strength of Cisco, and the world-class support after the sale 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

When in a competitive situation for SAN business against Brocade, which statement would highlight a unique selling
point for the Cisco MDS switch? 

A. Cisco has been delivering director-class storage switches for longer than Brocade. 

B. Cisco has demonstrated excellent investment protection by allowing new generation linecards to work in first
generation directors. 

C. The Cisco MDS switch can support Gigabit Ethernet as well as Fibre Channel, while Brocade supports only Fibre
Channel. 

D. The real Cisco competition was McData, until Brocade bought it and tried to make it compatible with their legacy
switches, leaving Cisco with the only director-class switches in the industry. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

It is possible for a user to run Cisco storage networking solutions in cooperation with his Brocade and legacy McData
switches. It is supported by what feature? 

A. Line card expansion modules may have Fibre Channel ports, 10 Gigabit Ethernet ports, or a combination of both to
accommodate switches from other vendors. 

B. Cisco storage networking devices can run either the Cisco MDS SAN-OS or Cisco NX-OS operating system to match
the operating systems that are running on devices from other vendors. 

C. Interoperability modes allow VSANs to be propagated from the Cisco MDS to other Fibre Channel devices. 

D. Because Fibre Channel is based on a set of open standards, Cisco solutions are fully compatible with other Fibre
Channel devices. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

You are required to describe the traditional trend of cost of a data center solution in its lifetime to your customer. Which
statement is making sense? 

A. CapEx and OpEx both decrease after initial purchase and deployment of the solution. 

B. CapEx is initially low but rises over time because of the need for more hardware. 

C. CapEx and OpEx both increase over time as the scale of the solution grows. 

D. OpEx steadily increases over time because of rising maintenance costs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

When using the Cisco VFrame DC as a data center provisioning device, which of these statements is correct? 

A. Cisco VFrame DC can work with VMware. 

B. Cisco VFrame DC can work only with the Nexus 7000 Series Switches. 

C. Cisco VFrame DC can provision only network resources. 

D. Cisco VFrame DC can work with the Catalyst 6500 Series Switches and the Nexus 7000 Series Switches but not with
MDS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Suppose you are a Cisco sales professional. A customer in the data center is anticipating cuts in both operational and
capital budgets. Meanwhile, he needs to improve end-to-end data center security urgently. He is asking you for help.
What would you do? 

A. offer a full Cisco analysis of the data center security, from application through to remote office, as part of a full-service
package that can be paid for over an extended period 

B. offer to sell a number of Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series FWSMs now, with volume discount, and to have them installed in
each Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series Switch in the data center, ready to be brought on line when needed in the future 

C. offer to sell a number of Cisco ACE Modules now, with volume discount, and to have them installed in each Cisco
Catalyst 6500 Series Switch in the data center, ready to be brought on line when needed in the future 

D. recommend purchasing the Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series FWSM and the Cisco ACE Module or both to allow multiple
virtual contexts of each to be deployed as required in the future, without requiring more hardware to be acquired (saving
capital budget), with a single point of management and control (cutting operating costs) 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer is hesitating to implement a Cisco data center solution because he worries there would be too much
pressure on the capital budget. What should you tell him to persuade him to make decision soon? 

A. Cisco hardware has the most reliable switching equipment available on the market today, which allows the greatest
amount of uptime. 

B. Cisco has a staff of technicians who are available at all times to offer support for any hardware or configuration
issues that may arise 

C. It is more favorable to have an over allocation of resources as a safety precaution than risk system downtime due to
overutilization. 

D. The ability to deploy and redeploy logical units of a single physical device across the data center cuts future capital
expenditure and reduces operational expenses as well. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Suppose you are a customer\\'s chief security officer (CSO). Which statement describes the position properly? 

A. The chief security officer has an understanding of techniques and technologies such as RBAC, SSL, IDS, and
firewalls but leaves the product selection decisions to the data center manager. 

B. The chief security officer works closely with the chief technology officer to make technology decisions about which
products to use for data center security. 

C. The chief security officer might have significant influence on the operation of the data center without necessarily
having any understanding of the technology deployed in the data center. 

D. The chief security officer has a technology focus. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

As a network engineer, you know that the Cisco Unified Computing Systems differ from competitors like HP and Dell.
What are three main features of Cisco Unified Computing Systems? (Choose three.) 

A. professional service offerings 

B. memory expansion capacity 

C. virtualization optimization 

D. service profile portability 
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Correct Answer: BCD 
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